De-Risking DeFi,
Seeing and Solving
All in Compliance
RSK Bitcoin Smart Contract network and the RIF Platform have integrated the DeFi AMLT
Oracle by Coinfirm, the first regulatory technology solution for AML compliance in the
decentralized finance space. By leveraging Anti-Money Laundering in DeFi, RSK’s
network will have all the benefits the innovation brings whilst maintaining institutionalgrade compliance.

The only viable solution to address the smart contract-based compliance
needs of Decentralized Finance.

Enter the Oracle.
The Financial Action Task Force's updated draft guidance from 09.03.2021 massively
expands the types of entities falling under the FATF’s purview. The updated guidance
requests member states to ensure DeFi platforms are covered by AML laws, even if there
is no single party responsible for live networks. The AMLT Oracle offers both a partial and
fully decentralized solution to proactively manage compliance risks and comply with
regulations.

How DeFi platforms and decentralized exchanges (DEXs) benefit from the
AMLT Oracle
When users interact with a decentralized finance provider, their wallet address is queried for risk
through the AMLT Oracle, which in turn passes data from Coinfirm’s API to generate a report ID
C-Score based on 330 risk evaluation scenarios that relays the information to the DEX.
Powering the Mass Adoption of Blockchain

www.coinfirm.com

How the AMLT Oracle operates

Intelligence Exchange

Institutional Support

Enables partners to report nefarious crypto
addresses related to ransomware, hacks, rug
pulls & other types of crime.

Projects desiring institutional support must
meet regulatory compliance standards the
Oracle provides.

Adaptive Application

Protection Against Malicious Actors

Can be deployed in various configurations &
code revisions running in parallel for unique
needs or protocol updates to each RSKbased DeFi app.

DeFi RSK-interoperable platforms receive
protection from actions by bad actors. They
are notified in real time about scams, hacks &
high-risk wallets’ activities.

RSK Network Verified
Created by former financial forensic AML/CFT experts, the system offers tools such as
automated reports that can be easily understood & utilized by any Compliance Officer or
Regulator.

RSK blockchain is the most secure smart contract platform in the world, secured by Bitcoin’s
unparalleled hash power via merge-mining that adds value and functionality to the Bitcoin
ecosystem by enabling smart-contracts, near instant payments, and higher-scalability.

www.rsk.co

